Computing accessibility information from a NURBS model is an interesting aspect in design and manufacturing planning. We propose an approach how to compute the accessibility information from a NURBS model, called a polyhedral-based approach. In this paper, not only global point accessibility (usually used in the applications of CMM measuring and machining) but also global patch accessibility (i.e. a new term for mold design) is alternatively determined. At the high resolution, this approach runs faster than the approach for computing the facet accessibility.
There have been various publications found in the literature. In the literature, however, we have been faced with two points of view. First, accessibility can be computed from a polyhedral model (i.e. a tessellated NURBS model), called facet accessibility in [30, 31, 32, 33] and extended to be region accessibility in [34] . For this kind of computation, every facet of the model (or in the concave region) must be analyzed with a fixed resolution without mentioning a freeform NURBS model. Second, accessibility that is computed directly from a NURBS model is called point accessibility and this type of accessibility has been usually used in the applications of machining and measuring. To utilize it in the application of mold design, the point accessibility must be performed like the facet accessibility; that is, every point in the model must be analyzed. To relieve the gap of a polyhedral model and a NURBS model for accessibility computation, a polyhedral-based approach of accessibility computation for a NURBS model is proposed in this paper; to utilize the accessibility information in those applications of machining, measuring and mold design, two solutions, i.e. point accessibility cones and patch accessibility cones, can be alternatively determined in the approach.
The paper is organized into five sections. Section 2 reviews the literature on accessibility. Section 3 presents our methodology including the overview of our approach and the way how to compute accessibility from a NURBS model. Section 4 shows graphical results, computational complexity and evaluation. Finally, conclusions and future research directions are discussed in Section 5. Tab. 1: Summary of literature review on surface-based accessibility approaches.
LITERATURE REVIEW

Authors
Many approaches of accessibility computation have been proposed in tool-based manufac-turing applications. Balasubramaniam et al. [18] measured the accessibility information by using a graphics hardware technique for finally generating toolpaths in 5-axis machining. Bernhard and Veron [25] applied visibility theory to automatically find the orientation of a plane laser sensor in a digitizing process for a polyhedral part. The solutions of this approach are approximated, because represented on a tessellated unit sphere with a finite set of triangles. Dhaliwal et al. [30] proposed a geometric algorithm for computing global accessibility from a polyhedral model with triangles. A global accessibility cone (GACs) of this approach is represented as BSM, which is an approximate solution. To extend the scope of a polyhedral model, Li and Frank [31] proposed how to compute inaccessibility cones (IACs) for convex planar polygonal facets. Succeeding in fast computing IACs and computing exact GACs, Suthunyatanakit et al. [33] proposed a geometric algorithm for facet accessibility computation. To more extend the scope of a polyhedral model, Liu et al. [34] recently provided an algorithm using a Minkowski sums technique in order to compute global accessibility cones for regions on the boundaries of a polyhedral model. Notice that, all of these approaches are to compute the accessibility information from a polyhedral model.
However, there have been many approaches to compute accessibility from a surface model. Spyridi and Requicha [35] , who firstly defined what local accessibility and global accessibility are, proposed a general method how to compute the local accessibility cone (LAC) using a Gauss image and the GAC using a Minkowski sum from a generic surface in CMM measuring. Like the LAC but in machining, Chen and Woo [36] computed a visibility map (VMap) by using the duality of a Gaussian map (GMap). To extend the scope of a surface, Kim et al. [37] developed this approach able to compute the LAC from a Bezier surface. Attempting to compute accessibility information from a NURBS model, Elber and Cohen [38, 39] proposed a unified approach for 5-axis milling, as well as Elber et al. [3] proposed an aspect graph used in the application of two-piece mold design. In order to reduce the complexity of computing global accessibility from a NURBS surface, neighboring surfaces were approximately defined; for example, the control polygons of the surfaces [42] , the convex hull of the surfaces [40] , etc. have been used. Likewise, Kang and Suh [14] decomposed the part surface into triangular patches and computed a point visibility cone for 5-axis machining. Thus far, using a NURBS model has still been a significant aspect of accessibility computation. Recently, Roberts and Rawat [41] proposed a conservative approach, extending from the work of Kang and Suh, to compute global accessibility from a NURBS model by applying a partition-then-evaluation method in the process. However, the solutions of both approaches are approximated; i.e. a binary spherical map (BSM) for global point accessibility.
Notice that, most of the surface-based accessibility approaches in the literature are based on point accessibility information, which is normally utilized in the applications of CMM measuring and machining. In Table 1 , the surface-based accessibility approaches including our approach are summarized.
METHODOLOGY
Overview of Polyhedral-based Approach
In this paper, our proposed approach is based on the approach of computing accessibility for a polyhedral model with convex polygonal facets in Ref. [33] . The proposed approach has four main, excluding the preliminary partitioning (see Fig.1 }. Input restriction: the geometric model is a NURBS model which is water-tight without internal shell and self intersection. Preliminary partitioning is done in order that (1) each surface patch has single curvature (i.e. planar, convex, concave, or saddle), (2) no crease curves exist on the surface, (3) radius of curvature in the iso-parametric curves ( u and v ) on the NURBS is not more than  , and (4) No inner trimming curves exist. Procedure: (1) Preprocessing process. This step is done as the preparation of the geometric model for accessibility computation. Because of extending the polyhedral-based accessibility computation, each NURBS surface patch is tessellated as geometric polygons; however, the mesh of the polygons can be tessellated adaptively depending on the resolution of the surface. In this paper, we use the simple tessellation for each surface patch. (2) Local accessibility determination. This step does not happen in the accessibility computation for a polyhedral model because the facets of the model are planar. For a NURBS model, each surface patch may not be planar and its local accessibility cone (LAC) is not always the hemisphere. Therefore, the local accessibility for the non-planar patch must be determined. Section 3.2 describes how to determine both the local point accessibility cone (LpAC) and the local patch accessibility cone (LPAC).
(3)
Global inaccessibility determination. In this step, either a point inaccessibility cone (pIAC) for each point on a surface or a patch inaccessibility cone (PIAC) for each patch is determined. The determinations of the pIAC and the PIAC are developed by extending the polyhedral-based accessibility computation. They are described in Section 3.3. (4) Global accessibility determination. Finally, the global point accessibility cone (GpAC) and the global patch accessibility cone (GPAC) can be determined in the same way of the polyhedral-based accessibility computation; i.e. the complement of the inaccessibility cone are determined. Unlike a polygonal facet, the GpAC and the GPAC can be calculated by: GpAC LpAC pIAC and GPAC LPAC PIAC, respectively, because LpAC and LPAC is not always the hemisphere. Section 3.4 discusses this step.
Local Accessibility Determination
For local point accessibility. The point on a surface is said "local point accessibility" when the point is accessible with the directions in which the light rays do not intersect with the surface occupying the point. Given a surface s and a point p on s , the local point accessibility cone of p (denoted as
is the hemisphere the pole of which is the endpoint of the unit normal at p . In this case, Fig.2 shows the results. For a concave surface, certain light rays at p intersect with s . Hence, the local point accessibility cone (LpAC) for the concave surface is never the hemisphere. ) ( p LpAC can be determined by finding the rays from p to every point on the boundary of s and then constructing the LAC. That is, the cone is constructed from the boundary, called a bounding cone. Fig.3 shows how to find the LpAC for the concave surface. Likewise, the LpAC for the saddle surface is never the hemisphere. Unlike the concave surface, there are some light rays traverse below s. Determining the LpAC as only the bounding cone is not possible. However, it can be simply done by:
, where H is the hemisphere of which the pole is the endpoint of the unit normal at p .
For local patch accessibility. A surface patch is said "local patch accessibility" when all the points on the surface patch are entirely accessible with the directions in which the light rays do not intersect with the interior of the surface patch. Likewise, this is done excluding with other neighbor surface patches. The result of local patch accessibility is called local patch accessibility cone (denoted as LPAC). Notice that we have more chance to see (i.e. visibility) a point on the surface patch than the entire surface patch; that is, LPAC LpAC . Given a surface patch s , its LPAC can be written as:
. To reduce the difficulty of intersection, we propose the method for computing the LPAC, as follows:
(1) Find the tangent vectors (denoted as T  ) at the endpoints of each iso-parametric curve in u and v . , where is a 3D LAC operator. To understand how to compute the LPAC, the more details of each step are given below.
Firstly, finding the tangent vectors at the endpoints of each iso-curve is done. Due to the valid surface, there are only three types of the iso-parametric curve; i.e. linear, convex, and concave. Because the linear curve is simple, the tangent vectors are calculated for only the convex curve and the concave curve. For each iso-parametric curve in u or in v , the tangent vector at the starting point (i.e. 
Global Inaccessibility Determination
To find the inaccessibility cone (IAC) for either a point or a surface patch is simply done. The IAC determination for a polygonal facet in Ref. [33] is applied without finding the convex region on the hemisphere because in this case are the point inaccessibility considered. 
For point inaccessibility.
The inaccessibility cone of the point on a surface is simply determined. We consider the point on the surface with the polygons on the neighbors of the surface. Given a point p on a surface s and a polygon G on other surface s , the point inaccessibility cone (denoted as ) ( p pIAC ) can be determined, as follows (see Fig.6 ): (1) Finding the inaccessibility rays from p to the vertices of G , (2) Constructing the pIAC directly from all the inaccessibility rays. (3) Finally, the total point inaccessibility cone is determined by: For patch inaccessibility. Likewise, the inaccessibility of a patch can be simply determined. Although each surface patch composes of a number of polygons, determining the inaccessibility from a pair of polygons is unnecessary. In the case of the patch inaccessibility, the determination of point inaccessibility is applied only at the points on the boundary of the surface patch ( on p ) (s boundary ).
Given a surface patch s , and a polygon G on other surface s , The determination of patch inaccessibility cone (PIAC) is as follows:
( Fig.7(a) . (2) . See Fig.7(c) . (4) Finally, the patch inaccessibility cone is determined by (Fig.7(d) ) :
That is, the total patch inaccessibility cone can be written as: 
Global Accessibility Determination
Thus far, the global point accessibility cone (GpAC) and global patch accessibility cone (GPAC) are readily determined. In Ref. [33] , they can be determined by the compliment of the union of inaccessibility cones; in order to reduce the computational time, however, the near-exact computation of the polyhedral-based accessibility computation can be applied directly to compute the near-exact GpAC and GPAC as well.
Computational Complexity
The computational complexity of accessibility computation for a NURBS model is summarized in 
Procedure
Computational Complexity
NURBS Polyhedral Point Point Facet LAC determination ) ) (( S N v u O  ) ) (( S N v u O  - IAC determination ) ( N uvN O S ) ) (( N N v u O S  ) ( 2 f N O GAC determination ) ( 2 N uvN O S ) ) (( 2 N N v u O S  ) (
Computation Evaluation
In Table 2 , it compares with the computational complexity of the polyhedral-base approach as well. By comparing with the computational complexity of the polyhedral-based accessibility, the accessibility computation for a NURBS model has the following advantages.  Considering a polyhedral model, we do not need to compute its LAC because the LAC is a hemisphere automatically for every planar facet; for the region on the polyhedral model, however, computing the LAC needs the intersection of the hemispheres occupied by each point in the region. The Boolean intersection consumes much computational time. at the high resolution of NURBS.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH
An approach for computing the global accessibility from a NURBS model has been proposed. It has been succeeding by developing the polyhedral-based approach able to compute the accessibility from a NURBS model (i.e. in an adaptive resolution). In this approach, global point accessibility for usually used in the applications of CMM measuring and machining as well as global patch accessibility for mold design can be alternatively determined. At the high resolution of NURBS, both accessibility computations are faster than the computation of the facet accessibility.
In this paper, however, the computational complexity of an exact global accessibility is approximately ) (
. This computational time is expensive because of the union operation. Every kind of accessibility computation (i.e. point, patch and facet) needs the union operation. In the future research, we will thus develop the algorithm of operating the union with fast computation.
